
JWS Curriculum: Maths Statement

The maths curriculum at John Watson School is informed by our Core Principles: SLICE

Underpinning all learning in Mathematics is the development of functional skills and the application of functional skills in

the community.

Safety Learning Independence Communication Engagement

SAFETY:

Interacting and engaging with learning and materials in a safe manner that promotes a high level of student engagement.

e.g. When cooking, a key vehicle for teaching Maths at John Watson, students need to have an understanding of keeping

themselves safe when using knives to cut food items or measuring fluids.

On another note, students need to be supported and encouraged to use manipulatives and equipment safely and not to

throw objects.

LEARNING:

Applying number knowledge throughout the day, Maths is everywhere and forms a vital part of everyday life, from not

overfilling your cup of water to ensure that you get one knife and one fork for lunch and not 3 knives and no forks. Knowing

you first need to wash your hands and then have your snack. Starting to grasp a concept of time, it will take a minute or a

day. Knowing that you need to turn the key clockwise to unlock the door, remembering the pin for your mobile phone etc.

We capitalise on supporting learning throughout the day. This starts as early as the students arrive in the morning. e.g.

walking the class staff talk about how far it is to walk, how heavy the student’s bag is etc.

INDEPENDENCE:

We recognise that mathematics skills are fundamental to maximising our pupils’ independence

For example...

- For students to be able to count and understand numbers and their value

- To have a basic understanding of money, for example, recognising that they can not purchase and an item that costs

£6 if they only have £5.

- To understand the passing of time, in relation to daily routines: First I have breakfast, then brush my teeth, catch the

taxi. At school, we have Hello Time, first etc.

- To be able to measure quantities for life skills e.g. To be able to follow a simple recipe to produce a nutritious snack.

- To develop problem solving skills to have a go at problem-solving, e.g. putting their diary into their book bag. Is the

diary too big? Is it turned the right way to fit into the bag? (application of Shape, Space and Measures in real life).

COMMUNICATION:

To take turns, ask for help, give a reason for their answer or to communicate a preference. Communication is key and forms

an integral part of our curriculum provision.

- We have a communication rich environment from Visual Timetables, to Now and Next Boards which all support with

an understanding of Time, and Objects of Reference to explore when we are talking about heavy / light or lots / little.



- Staff use minimal language and focus on Observe, Wait and Listen (OWL) as well as Take Up Time, to give students

time to think, process or reason.

ENGAGEMENT:

If lessons are tailored for each individual student, supporting their interests, then they should have a high level of

engagement for learning.

Maths is taught throughout the day at John Watson School. We provide multiple opportunities to reinforce key concepts

with application to life. Our learners have a range of mathematical ability across the age range, and so the way we approach

maths teaching reflects this fact.

JWS Maths Stages and Strategies

Intent - Pre-Intentional Maths Stage (P Level 1-P Level 2)

Pupils at this stage rely on adults to interpret their behaviours and actions as communication e.g. they may show

reflex responses, reach out for things and begin to listen to their own vocalisations along with the use of eye contact

and facial expressions this is then developed into a shared turn taking experience.

Time Implementation Strategies

Object Permanence: At this stage learners can not yet understand that the object continues to exist, even though

it cannot be seen.

● Reflexes: During the earliest part of the sensorimotor stage, reflexes are the primary way that children

understand and explore the world. Reflexive responses such as rooting, sucking, and startling are how the

child interacts with his or her environment.

● Development of New Schemas: Next, primary circular reactions lead to the formation of new schemas. A

child might accidentally suck on his thumb and realize that it's enjoyable. He will then repeat the action

because he finds it pleasurable.

● Intentional Actions: Children begin paying much more attention to the world around them. They will even

perform actions to create a response.

Routines:

Familiar opportunities and routines offer opportunities for children to explore mathematical concepts in many

different ways such as:

● Discovering the space around them e.g when moving from one room to another, starting to get a sense

that this is the space I have my lunch and this is the space I am going to be changed.

● Knowing the correct order of things, pre sequencing and starting to gain an understanding of knowing

what will come next.

● Recognising patterns through repeated actions and activities, linked to Intensive Interaction

● Hearing familiar language that accompanies sequencing such as next, and then, before, after, when, then

etc.

● Experiencing the different size, weight, height or length of things

● Hearing Mathematical language to describe and compare size, weight, length e.g. tiny, smaller, heavy,

lighter, small, tallest, short, longer etc.

● Beginning to experience capacity and volume through experiencing the state (full / empty) and quantities

(1 and lots). Adults need to vocalise all learning using minimal language, e.g.” You have 1 ball, now you

have lots of pebbles.”

● Being able to predict what comes next, forms the basis for children’s later understanding of more complex



Mathematical and scientific concepts. It also helps children feel safe and secure by knowing what will

happen next.

Sound manipulation needs to be linked to Intensive Interaction strategies.

Intensive Interaction (Including Tac Pac and Music) involves pupils in 1:1 sessions where an adult follows their

lead. By getting down to the pupils level and following their lead, the adult is able to have a conversation with

learners at their level. This helps to develop the learners understanding that what they do and can have an effect

on another person.

● Have a range of sensory activities/objects for pupils to choose (e.g. Soundboard, lights, texture and noise

toys). Have two of each item so that you are able to copy and model back.

● Follow the learner’s lead. Imitate and model back their actions, vocalisations, movements, etc. (Observe,

Wait, Listen - OWL).

● If the pupil models the same action, vocalisation or movement back to you, repeat it again.

● When the pupil accepts this and realises that you are copying them, add something new. Give the pupil time

to respond to this e.g, if the learner is tapping their leg, you could start by tapping your own leg and then

move on to tapping their leg or clapping your hands.

● Give the pupil lots of time and space to initiate interactions and to respond to your actions.

● Tac-Pac – Use this Communication through Music and Sensory Stimulus programme. (Please see a member

of the senior management team or the Communication Lead for more info)

● Music Communication Groups, run by a qualified music teacher in a small group.

Other Strategies

● Use sensory Maths strategies with a focus on the child’s body and personal belongings. e.g. “I have two feet

so I need two socks and two shoes (1 pair). I have five toes on one foot (left) and 5 toes on the other foot

(right) but if we count on I have 10 altogether.”

● Explore Objects of Reference and sensory materials. Staff can hide objects and play “Where, o’ Where?”

games.

● Hide an object under a piece of material,

● If the learner will tolerate it, place a piece of material over their head and sing a song to then reveal the

object to them. (The adult looks for the learner to anticipate what they are going to do.)

Time:

- For learners at this level, time is having an understanding of Objects of Reference and how they relate to the

learner’s routines. E.g. hearing the sound of knives and forks and starting to realise that it is almost lunchtime or

seeing/feeling their own lunch box. With support to Identify and sequencing sound and visuals.

Number Implementation Strategies

Alternating: Being aware of more than one item and switching attention between them. The process of alternating

gaze is an early communication skill, part of eye pointing. Alternating gaze is also the first step towards maintaining

attention with more than one object, and switching attention between objects, as well as an essential skill for

counting to two.

Dabbing: A schema often used in paintings and drawings sometimes haphazardly, or with many repetitions being



stimulated by the impulses of the act of making the mark. Sometimes learners associate this with representing

very large numbers.

● More systematic dabs may be used to represent numbers they know for example, eyes, or animals in a

field.

● Some dabbing may be used to imitate patterns of small numbers related to subitising – recognising,

knowing and representing small groups.

● Adults need to reiterate everything the child does, even if non-intentional, and give verbal feedback e.g.

“Oh, you just made three marks. Look, one, two, three!“ (pointing to the marks).

Pointing and itemising: Noticing one single object at a time and pointing and touching, are obvious precursors to

counting.  Sequential touching provides a powerful stimulus registering quantity.

Matching and one to one corresponding: Building upon other schema such as pointing and grouping, the learner

may begin to relate to the rules of one to one correspondence.

The learner may like to…
● match items to people

● collect single items in containers

● find partners to play, share or work with.

Collecting/grouping:

The learner may like to…
● put things together by collecting items in their arms or containers

● form and join groups of other children

● create groups sorted by some kind of criteria. Like moving and transporting,

NB. These activities also have obvious connections to understanding processes of progressive increase or

decrease in quantities. They also illustrate the connection of quantity to physical size.

Connecting and stacking:

The learner may like to…
● connect and put things together, connect and join toys, trains bricks. (Strings, rope, wool and so on may

be used to tie objects together )

Connecting illustrates sequencing and offers opportunities for counting illustrating the Number Line.

● Using minimal language, the adult needs to offer a commentary on what the child is doing e.g. “You have

one blue cup, one green cup and one yellow cup. How many together? Let’s count: one, two, three! “

Discrimination and Measure Implementation Strategies

Holding: A powerful tactile experience that grows from that fundamental response to grasp things. It may initially

include holding, grasping their own fingers or holding objects.

Coordinated with looking, concept of one, object permanence and form and weight.

Holding is related to other enclosure and containment schema.



Tracking: Tracking may be visual, tactile movement or auditory – or may involve an integrated use of senses. At its

earliest level, tracking may be observed as fixing interest on particular items and following them, later scanning rows

of objects is an important precursor to counting and the development of the internal image of a number line.

Moving and transporting:

The learner may like to…
● move objects or collections of objects from one place to another. This process will help them to

experience: Progressive changes of quantity, conservation, space, direction and position, and

opportunities to experience related language.

Collecting/grouping

The learner might like to...

● put things together collect items in their arms or containers; they may like to form and join groups of

other children. Later they may like to create groups sorted by some kind of criteria. Like moving and

transporting, these activities also have obvious connections to understanding processes of progressive

increase or decrease in quantities. They also illustrate the connection of quantity to physical size.

● Staff can pose simple questions / statements: e.g “Oh dear, that is too big to fit in the small box!”

Connecting and stacking A learner might like to connect and put things together, connect and join toys, trains

bricks. Strings, rope, or wool may be used to tie objects together. Connecting illustrates sequencing and offers

opportunities for counting illustrating the number line.

Ordering and sequencing

The learner may like…
● making lines of objects, as with tracking it is a precursor to counting.
● being beside in front or behind others, joining lines of children.
● making sequential gestures, pointing and clapping.

This needs to be supported through Intensive Interaction.

Positioning/ Orientation/Balance

The learner may like to…
● place themselves in different places and positions, which helps them experience  different viewpoints.
● place objects in particular positions e.g. on top of, around the edge, behind the tin. Paintings and drawings

also often show evidence of this. Positioning has obvious connections with understanding space, but some
positioning schema may include hiding and finding which helps with growing awareness of object
permanence. Children have interests in different viewpoints as to when a child enjoys turning around, finding
a viewpoint, hangs upside down or turns objects upside down.

● experiment with equality and differences, balance objects creating stability, symmetry.

Dynamic vertical, horizontal and diagonal schema: These are instrumental in developing ideas related to height

and dimensions.

The learner may like to…
● show evidence of particular interest by actions such as climbing, stepping-up, jumping down and lying down

flat. Feeling vertical and horizontal structures, (eg. poles) and planes (tabletops, walls, handrails.) These
schemas may also be seen in construction activities, or graphically in drawing, painting or collages

Circle: Circular motions and manipulations are with the child in reflex activities from the very beginning, and later

include rolling, spinning, turning, which relate to positioning and orientation schema. Running around and circle



games are part of the child’s developing understanding of completion, cycles of activity, repetition. Circular and

repeating activities are often related to counting turns and cycles.

Rotation or rolling:

The learner may …
● have a fascination with turning or spinning, roll herself/himself, they may rotate arms.

● may become absorbed by things which turn e.g. dials, taps, wheels, and keys.

● roll pencils, cylinders along, use plasticine or dough to create sausage or balls using rotation palm

movements or construct objects with rotating parts.

Trajectory and curves: The child may show an interest in things travelling or flying through the air e.g. balls,

planes, rockets, Frisbees, whatever thing can be thrown. The schema may also be expressed through child‟s own

body movements, such as large arm throwing movements, kicking. Children may make arcs in the sand, water or

spilt food – or on drawings. They may enjoy curving movement, swinging or sweeping, trampoline, or pool

movement.

Containing and Enclosure: Is related to filling and emptying and becomes related to estimating size and volume.

At its earliest this may include putting the thumb into the mouth, An interest in placing and fitting things in

enclosed spaces, may include themselves, or may include being as interested in the box as the toy – or in posting

items into drawers, letter boxes or money boxes.

Enveloping: As an extension of enclosing, children may wrap things up or put them in boxes with covers or lids,

they wrap themselves or others in a blanket or hide in boxes. They may enjoy going underwater or seeing others

submerge. Paintings are sometimes completely covered over with a single colour wash, turning a day picture to

night. Enveloping explores concepts of object permanence, constancy and conservation. It illustrates that things

can still exist when they have gone out of sight. It can be used to challenge memory and promote the use of

imagery as a memory tool. Transformations Children may be interested in transformations of materials, they may

experiment with changes in shape, volume, working with practical materials building up knowledge that may

contribute to understanding conservation i.e. that mass, volume, quantity does not change unless something is

added or taken away.

Resources and Environment

Pupils at this level need adults to interpret their behaviours. People who do not know pupils well will not always

understand what they are trying to communicate. For pupils to learn, that what they do is communicative, they need

all adults, in all situations to respond consistently to their actions, vocalisations, behaviours and non-verbal

communication. The more adults respond consistently to what pupils do, the easier it is for them to learn that their

actions have an effect on adults around them. Adults need to interpret pupils behaviours as having communicative

meanings e.g. greeting, requests.

Environment:

● Clearly label equipment, classroom areas and toys, using objects of reference.  This will support pupils to

understand instructions and to make choices.

● Give students the opportunity to explore objects, through mouthing, rolling the objects and manipulating

the objects etc

● Follow students individual Communication Passports

INTENT - Intentional  Maths stage  P Level 3



Pupils at this stage are able to communicate intentionally, but do not yet have a formal method of communication. They

are likely to communicate using gestures, facial expression, body movements and vocalisations along with turn taking and

imitation.

Time Implementation Strategies

Object permanence is used to describe a child's ability to know that objects continue to exist even though they can no

longer be seen or heard. This is because they can not yet understand that the object continues to exist even though it

cannot be seen.

● Intentional actions become much more evident at this stage. Children shake toys to produce sounds and their

responses to the environment become more cohesive and coordinated.

● Trial-and-Error behaviour for learning involves trial-and-error and children might start performing actions to

gain attention from others.

● Object Permanence Emerges. At this point, children become able to form mental representations of objects.

Because they can symbolically imagine things that cannot be seen, they are now able to understand object

permanence.

Routines

Familiar opportunities and routines offer opportunities for children to explore mathematical concepts in many different

ways such as:

● Discovering the space around them e.g when moving from one room to another, starting to get a sense that

this is the space I have my lunch and this is the space I am going to be changed.

● Knowing the correct order of things, pre sequencing and starting to gain an understanding of knowing what will

come next

● Learning about numbers and counting and recognising that they also have an order to them

● Recognising patterns through repeated actions and activities

● Becoming familiar with the language that accompanies sequencing eg. next, and then, before, after, when, then

etc.

● Being exposed to Maths language that is used to describe the position, order, movement and direction of things

(positional language) e.g. under, next to, middle, top, up, backwards, forwards, right, north etc.

● Experiencing and talking about the different size, weight, height or length of things

● Hearing and understanding Mathematical language to describe and compare size, weight, length e.g. tiny,

smaller, heavy, lighter, small, tallest, short, longer etc.

● Beginning to learn about capacity and volume through experiencing the state (Full / empty) and quantities (1

and lots).

● Sorting and matching objects into groups that are the same and or different e.g. when laying the table

● Being able to predict what comes next, forms the basis for children’s later understanding of more complex

Mathematical and scientific concepts. IT also helps babies and children feel safe and secure by knowing what

will happen next.

Sound manipulation needs to be linked to Intensive Interaction strategies. Intensive Interaction (Including Tac Pac and

Music) Intensive interaction involves pupils in 1:1 sessions where an adult follows their lead. By getting down to the

pupils level and following their lead, the adult is able to have a conversation with pupils at their level. This helps to

develop pupils understanding that what they do and can have an effect on another person.

● Have a range of sensory activities/objects for pupils to choose (e.g. soundboard, lights, texture and noise toys).

Have two of each item so that you are able to copy and model back.

● Follow the pupil’s lead. Imitate and model back their actions, vocalisations, movements, etc. (Observe, Wait,

Listen - OWL).



● If the pupil models the same action, vocalisation or movement back to you, repeat it again.

● When the pupil accepts this and realises that you are copying them, add something new. Give the pupil time to

respond to this e.g, if the pupil is tapping their leg, you could start by tapping your own leg and then move on to

tapping their leg or clapping your hands.

● Give the pupil lots of time and space to initiate interactions and to respond to your actions.

● Tac-Pac – This is a Communication through Music and Sensory Stimulus Programme. (Please see a member of the

senior management team or the Communication Lead for more info)

● Music Communication Groups, run by a qualified music teacher in a small group.

Separating. Children may like to take things apart and separate items. They may like to give things away, or enjoy

activities where groups decrease, observing a decrease to nothing. They may like to share things, and group by

separating items. Such processes may illustrate practical subtraction or division, eventually children need to come to

an understanding that separating is the inverse of collecting, and eventually subtraction is the inverse of addition.

Time:

● Exploring light and dark objects (good to use torches and the sensory room for this learning) and link this learning

with night /day/morning/ evening. Use PECS and Objects of Reference to support understanding.

● The students will be supported through the use of a Visual Timetable and or a Now and Next board. This can be

used to support their understanding of time, e.g. in the morning we have storytime, then it is snack time.

● Support learners to gain an understanding of time in a personal context, e.g. Knowing your birthday is only once a

year

● Support understanding of time, using sequencing games e.g. sequence an average day e.g. get up, have breakfast,

brush teeth...

Number Implementation Strategies

Knowing and Understanding Numbers enables the individual to enjoy active citizenship and to participate in the wider

community and therefore forms an important part of our curriculum framework. Although numbers are familiar to most

of us, they can be very confusing for some of our pupils due to their abstract nature. Before starting to teach numeracy

skills we must be satisfied that the individual pupil is capable of sorting and matching objects according to different

characteristics (e.g. shape or colour), as well as being able to pair objects from one group with those of another group by

one-to-one correspondence.

From then on, teaching number can be challenging as we start to count lots of objects with varying characteristics but give

them all the same number names. It can also be confusing when one object, for example, a cake, can become several

objects when it is cut up; or when we count five identical objects calling the first one, ‘one’ and the fifth one ‘five’, yet all

are identical single objects to which we give different number names. It is the understanding of these basic concepts that

must be carefully taught if numeracy skills are to be meaningful to our pupils.

● Students will join in with rote counting

● Joining in with number chants and songs

● Copying patterns on a drum

● Playing an instrument loudly, quietly, slowly, fast etc.

● Finding lots of the same objects

● Starting to sort or find objects that looks the same with adult support

● Adult initiated counting games, counting the student’s favourite object

Sensory Maths activities:



These activities need to be age appropriate. Please think about the students age and stage.

● Use a range of household objects with different textures: Scrubbers, Bath Sponges, Little bottles etc

● Personal counting activities - Fingers, Toes, Legs, Arms,

● Sensory, texture, staff to use minimal language to describe actions e.g. “scrunch it” on arms etc.

● Give students the experience of exploring new or different objects.

● Quantities - 1, lots, few,more,less, bigger, smaller - support the student to make groups / sorting / matching /

counting

● Work with the students seating position - student’s do not need to sit at a desk to learn.

● Work 1:1 or in small groups to help the student focus. This can be for short period of time with regular work

breaks.

● Use clear plastic bottles with coloured  water, use language such as, lots, little, more, less, full, empty, half full.

You can also discuss the colours of the water and the sizes of the bottles.

● Sort coloured pasta shapes into bowls

● Use a range of different pasta shapes to count, sort, match

● Add glitter and paint to add interest and texture

● Stretch hair bands - Bigger, Smaller

● Count Deflating balloons - Seconds of squeak, please risk assess this activity and ensure that students can not eat

or mouth balloons

● Sound Count

● Odd one out

● Soft Count

● Stack sponges - tall / short towers

● Stacking or nesting boxes

Discrimination and Measure Implementation Strategies

Continue and build on previous learning from P1-P2:

Holding. A powerful tactile experience, that grows from that fundamental response to grasp things. It may initially include

holding grasping their own fingers or holding objects.

Coordinated with looking, concept of one, object permanence and form and weight.

Holding is related to other enclosure and containment schema.

Extension: Introduce PECS and photos to match to the objects

Tracking. Tracking may be visual, tactile movement or auditory – or may involve integrated use of senses. At its earliest

levels tracking may be observed as fixing interest on particular items and following them, later scanning rows of objects is

an important precursor to counting and the development of the internal image of a number line.

Extension: Introduce a beaded counting frame or threading beads to count / match / sort

Moving and transporting. However as children may move objects or collections of objects from one place to another the

processes may help them to experience: Progressive changes of quantity, conservation, space, direction and position, and

opportunities to experience related language.

Extension: Introduce symbols, e.g forward / back / up / down. This can be an extension activity to English: Colourful

semantics.

Collecting/grouping Children might like to put things together collect items in their arms or containers; they may like to

form and join groups of other children. Later they may like to create groups sorted by some kind of criteria. Like moving

and transporting, these activities also have obvious connections to understanding processes of progressive increase or



decrease in quantities. They also illustrate the connection of quantity to physical size. Staff can pose simple questions /

statements: e.g Oh dear, that is too big to fit in the small box.

Extension: Introduce building dens / shelters. Find big and small pieces of cloth, which one is big enough to build a den for

you / for the teddy / for two friends etc.

Connecting and stacking Children might like to connect and put things together, connect and join toys, trains bricks.

Strings, rope, wool and so on may be used to tie objects together Connecting illustrates sequencing and offers

opportunities for counting illustrating the number line.

Extension: Introduce numeral cards (1-5) and place them alongside a line of objects.

Ordering and sequencing A child may like making lines of objects, as with tracking it is a precursor to counting. They

may like being beside in front or behind others, joining lines of children. They may enjoy making sequential gestures,

pointing and clapping. This needs to be linked with Intensive Interaction.

Extension: Introduce real life experiences e.g sorting out the wellies, find all the pairs, find all the big spoons and all the

tea spoons...

Positioning/ Orientation/Balance Children may like to place themselves in different places and positions, which help

them experience that there are different viewpoints. A child may be interested in placing objects in particular

positions e.g. on top of something, around the edge, behind. Paintings and drawings also often show evidence of

this. Positioning has obvious connections with understanding space, but some positioning schema may include hiding

and finding which helps with growing awareness of object permanence. Children have interests in different

viewpoints as to when a child enjoys turning around, finding a viewpoint, hangs upside down or turns objects upside

down. Children may be interested in balance, creating stability, symmetry, experimenting with equality and

differences.

Extension: Introduce PECS / word cards / Photos / numeral cards 1 - 5

Dynamic vertical, horizontal and diagonal schema May be instrumental in developing ideas related to height and

dimensions. A child may show evidence of particular interest by actions such as climbing, stepping-up, jumping down

and lying down flat. Feeling vertical and horizontal structures, such as poles, planes such as tabletops or walls,

handrails. These schemas may also be seen in constructions, collages or graphically in drawing or painting.

Extension: This can be linked to students individual Physical and Sensory Curriculum

Circles: Circular motions and manipulations are with the child in reflex activities from the very beginning, and later

include rolling, spinning, turning, which relate to positioning and orientation schema. Running around and circle games

are part of the child’s developing understanding of completion, cycles of activity, repetition. Circular and repeating

activities are often related to counting turns and cycles.

Extension: use large pieces of paper or surfaces and prompt student to make circles with a range of objects such sticks in

sand, use brushes in flour sprinkled on the table, fingers in gloop etc.

Rotation or Rolling: There may be a fascination with turning or spinning, roll herself/himself, they may rotate arms. A

child may become absorbed by things which turn e.g. dials, taps, wheels, and keys. They may roll pencils, cylinders

along, use Plasticine or dough to create sausage or balls using rotation palm movements or construct objects with

rotating parts.

Extension: Use playdough to make shapes and marks in the dough

Trajectory and Curves; The child may show an interest in things travelling or flying through the air e.g. balls, planes,

rockets, Frisbees, whatever thing can be thrown. The schema may also be expressed through child‟s own body

movements, such as large arm throwing movements, kicking. Children may make arcs in the sand, water or spilt food –



or on drawings. They may enjoy curving movement, swinging or sweeping, trampoline, or pool movement.

Containing and Enclosure: Is related to filling and emptying and becomes related to estimating size and volume. At its

earliest this may include putting the thumb into the mouth, An interest in placing and fitting things in enclosed spaces,

may include themselves, or may include being as interested in the box as the toy – or in posting items into drawers,

letter boxes or money boxes.

Extension: Introduce numerals 1-5

Enveloping As an extension of enclosing, children may wrap things up or put them in boxes with covers or lids, they

wrap themselves or others in a blanket or hide in boxes. They may enjoy going underwater or seeing others submerge.

Paintings are sometimes completely covered over with a single colour wash, turning a day picture to night. Enveloping

explores concepts of object permanence, constancy and conservation. It illustrates that things can still exist when they

have gone out of sight. It can be used to challenge memory and promote the use of imagery as a memory tool.

Transformations Children may be interested in transformations of materials, they may experiment with changes in

shape, volume, working with practical materials building up knowledge that may contribute to understanding

conservation i.e. that mass, volume, quantity does not change unless something is added or taken away.

Resources and Environment

Give the learner lots of opportunities…
● to join in with rote counting or to experience counting. (They can count the amount of steps they walk / stairs /

cups for drink time etc. )

● to request ‘more/help’ by not anticipating their needs and giving them plenty of time to ask for you.

Clearly label equipment, classroom areas and toys, using objects of reference.  (This will support understanding of

instructions and  make choice making.)

Intent - Intentional Formal Maths  (P Level 4) - Pre KS Standards 1 and 2
Pupils at this stage will mostly be able to communicate using more formal methods (e.g. words, signs, symbols). Pupils

will be able to understand and use a range of single words along with non-verbal communication.

Individuals will develop different methods of communicating and learning depending on physical abilities, personalities

and their developmental stage. Below are a range of strategies, which can be tried out. Identify which ones work best for

the individual.

The Five Rudiments of number are:

1. Subsitising

2. Matching

3. Sorting

4. Comparing

5. Ordering

Time Implementation Strategies

Rudiments of Number: Subitising

Instant recognition of a number pattern without counting.

Number Sense, intuitive knowledge about numbers and their relationships, develops gradually as a result of exploring

numbers, visualizing them in a variety of contexts, and relating them in ways that are not limited by traditional



algorithms. (Howden, 1989)

● A pattern can be reconstructed without knowing the amount.

● Subitizing helps the learner conceive of small collections as one unit. This provides an early perceptual basis for

number, but it is not yet “number knowledge” in the true sense. Helping learners develop Number Sense is

critical for later success in mathematics.

● Grasp of the number system is as vital to a learner’s mathematical success as is grasping the alphabet system to a

student’s success in reading and writing.

Matching forms the basis for our number system. When a learner can create “the same”, it then becomes possible to

match two sets. This is a prerequisite skill for the more advanced number concepts.

● Before a learner begins to match, they need to know how to determine when items are “the same”.

● Matching reinforces the concept of one-to-one correspondence. When a learner shares out cookies, each child in

the room gets one cookie. Maybe there are just the right amount of cookies or maybe there are extra cookies.

How can they solve the problem?

● Learners need to look at the characteristics of different items and find characteristics that are the same.

Sorting:

● Begin sorting by colour, then sort by other attributes.

● Compare by identifying differences: big/little, hot/cold, smooth/rough, tall/short, heavy/light.

● This skill is supported through our curriculum, giving students the opportunity to practice skills in real-life

situations e.g. hand out everyone's blue books, find all the small balls for playtime etc.

● We also use peer to peer support to practice this skill in an informal way during playtimes or circle time where

students who have mastered sorting can help and support their peers.

Comparing:

● Make comparisons of more, less and the same by making visual comparisons.

● Comparing numbers involves knowing which numbers are worth more or less than each other. This understanding

underpins the mental number line which children will develop later, which represents the relative value of

numbers, i.e. how much bigger or smaller they are than each other. Comparisons depend both on understanding

cardinal values and also knowing that the later counting numbers are worth more (because the next number is

always one more). This understanding underpins the mental number line which children will develop later, which

represents the relative value of numbers, i.e. how much bigger or smaller they are than each other. Or that I am

feeling more shaving foam in my left hand and a little bit of shaving foam in my right hand.

Time:

● Build on previous knowledge of time.

● Sequencing their morning, day and evening in greater detail i.e. 2 or 3 things they do in each.

● Identifying significant times of their day i.e. lunch, bed time etc.

● Naming and ordering the days of the week.

● Recognition and understanding of days of the week and meaningful activities they do on each day e.g. for the

learner to know that on Monday it is swimming.

● Recognition and understanding of months of the year, linked to events relevant to the individual learner.

Number Implementation Strategies



Knowing and Understanding Numbers enables the individual to enjoy active citizenship and to participate in the wider

community and therefore forms an important part of our curriculum framework. Although numbers are familiar to most

of us, they can be very confusing for some of our pupils due to their abstract nature.

Before starting to teach numeracy skills we must be satisfied that the individual pupil is capable of sorting and matching

objects according to different characteristics (e.g. shape or colour), as well as being able to pair objects from one group

with those of another group by one-to-one correspondence.

From then on, teaching number can be challenging as we start to count lots of objects with varying characteristics but give

them all the same number names. It can also be confusing when one object, for example, a cake, can become several

objects when it is cut up; or when we count five identical objects calling the first one, ‘one’ and the fifth one ‘five’, yet all

are identical single objects to which we give different number names. It is the understanding of these basic concepts that

must be carefully taught if numeracy skills are to be meaningful to our pupils.

Counting:

● 1:1 correspondence: It is of paramount importance that learners are deliberately taught to look, reach out to

touch, move objects in order to fully grasp this concept

● The stable order concept - All these words come in an order - parts of counting - you have to learn the order.

Make use of Rhymes and songs, claps and raps to support.

● The Cardinal Numbers concept - touching people and counting - you give each one a label. The last number

represents all the numbers in the room - the last number is the most important number but it can change when

you count on! If you remember the name of the last number you can count on!

● The Abstraction concept - You can count things that are not visible in the room (‘How many sisters do you have? -

(This relies on an understanding of the concept of Object Permanence hiding objects in bags, putting them in and

pulling them out to reveal

● The Order Irrelevance concept - You don’t have to count things in lines. Objects can be counted in any order, but

they can only count everything once. BUT you have to use numerals in order

To enumerate sets of objects correctly a learner must know: The number-word sequence. Know each object in a set is

labelled with one

● Counting by saying the number names is often simply learnt by heart like a poem, bearing know intrinsic

meaning.  The learner needs to understand that numbers are a tool.

● Keeping track of counted and uncounted objects so that each object  is counted once and only once

● When counting out a smaller set from  a larger set, knowing when to stop the count

Discrimination and Measure Implementation Strategies

Ordering:

● Putting items in order so they are counted once and only once

● Putting items in order is a prerequisite to ordering numbers

● Seriation -ordering objects by size, length, or height

● Following instructions using ordinal terms (first, next, last)

● practising ordinal numbers in a fun and real life-related scenario’s e.g “Shotover class is first to have a lesson with

the Pets as Therapy dog, then it is Beckley class’ turn and we are last!”

Maths terms help develop basic conceptual understanding and develop language skills along the way providing



- vocabulary of simple communication (more, big, now, next)

- language to help explore relationships (thinking about numbers / quantities/ people / space.)

- language understanding concepts of time supporting learners understand concepts such as various- short or long

time intervals

Maths helps us to make sense of the world around us and order things/events ...

● For example for a trip to the village we need to 1) put on our coats, 2) sign out, 3) walk to the front door,

4) walk pass the brown house to the shop. 5) take photos

● Cooking activities can embrace all strands of maths (e.g. if you make pizza you make a sphere and flatten it to a

circle - 3D to 2D shapes etc..)

Maths provides cross-curricular links: - pattern, shape and form (waltz music is calming, 1,2,3, 1,2,3 house music is not! -

boom boom boom - follow sequences and to count. count the beats; note the speed (tempo)

Maths underpins real-life learning: Exploring quantity e.g. if a child covers their handful of sweets - they understand the

concept of subtraction because they know their neighbour might take some of their sweets!

We need to be mindful to differentiate all learning experiences, in order to respond to each individual learner’s specific

barriers to learning and particular mis-conceptualisations

● developing the idea that numbers come in a line - developing number line concepts

● touch and movement experiences

● sound sequences

● visual images

● numeral symbols

● counting words (heard and read)

Problem Solving: may be rehearsed under any strands of mathematics and as well as other learning areas including

cognition and learning, sensory and physical and communication and interaction.

Resources and Environment

Environment

● Pupils will require focused lessons and one to one time to develop early number knowledge. Combining these

with roleplay and real life situations are the most effective way of applying their skills.

● Start using Stern Maths as a structured approach

Intent - Higher Level Maths: Pre KS Standards and beyond (Standards 3-6  and merging into NC)
Pupils at this stage are able to understand language in a range of situations and are developing more abstract

understanding of language. They are able to initiate and maintain conversations and talk about things outside of the ‘here

and now.’

Learners at this level will have a secure knowledge of:

The Five Rudiments of number are:

1. Subsitising

2. Matching

3. Sorting

4. Comparing

5. Ordering



Links to:

Pre Key Stage 1 and 2 Standards Documents

Mathematical skills - Securing Foundations

Teacher to ensure that the learner has fluency in the following (resources used are Numicon and Stern Maths):

★ Have a Secure understanding of rote counting to 10 correctly

★ One-to-one correspondence to 10

The pupil can ...

-demonstrate an understanding of the concept of Transaction (e.g. by exchanging a coin for an item, or one item for

another, during a role-play activity)

- distinguish between ‘one’ and ‘lots’, when shown an example of a single object and a group of objects

- demonstrate an understanding of the concept of 1:1 correspondence (e.g. giving one cup to each pupil).

Activities

● Making pictures and matching shapes to pictures, colours to colours

● Exploring shapes and the size of objects (big/small)

● Patterns, looking at the patterns that can be made with Numicon or Stern blocks, making their own patterns.

● Explore fitting shapes/rods together, introducing rods

● Introducing size-big/small sorting pieces by size/colour, ordering by size.

● Counting by rote introducing looking at holes fewer/more.

● Lots of identification activities of numerals and amounts

● Sequencing days, actions, activities. Looking at timetables using objects/pictures, visual timetables before/after,

days of the week.

● looking at numbers of personal significance or in environment,

● Rote counting to 5 (extension to 10.)

The learner can…
-identify the big or small object from a selection of two

- sort objects according to a stated characteristic (e.g. group all the small balls together, sort the shapes into triangles and

circles)

- say the number names to 5 in the correct order (e.g. in a song or by joining in with the teacher)

- demonstrate an understanding of the concept of numbers up to 5 by putting together the right number of objects when

asked

- copy and continue simple patterns using real-life materials (e.g. apple, orange, apple, orange, etc.).

Activities

● Counting holes/putting pegs in holes to 5 and 10.

● Putting shapes in order 1-10

● Counting collections of holes, objects

● Using pegs to make the pattern/shapes of the Numicon

● Identifying patterns/making patterns

● Identifying patterns all around us, in nature etc.

● making/repeating simple patterns ie 1object, 2 objects, 1 object, 2objects

● Recognising groups/amounts by sight recognising pattern of 6 so know array for 6 by sight

● Making numerals and amounts with dough on top of a template

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HReTcTF8u8xCbUggIqDMq5i-cKxC5s0i


The learner can:

-identify how many objects there are in a group of up to 10 objects, recognising smaller groups on sight and counting the

objects in larger groups up to 10

-demonstrate an understanding that the last number counted represents the total number of the count

-use real-life materials (e.g. apples or crayons) to add and subtract 1 from a group of objects and indicate how many are

now present

-copy and continue more advanced patterns using real-life materials (e.g. apple, apple, orange, apple, apple, orange, etc.).

Activities

● Repeating patterns with Numicon, pegs, rods

● Generalizations of number ie 5 can be 5 of anything 4 shells, 5 shoes etc making groups/amounts with different

objects

● Counting groups of objects to 10, money 1ps, cubes, shells etc

● Putting shapes in order 1-10

● Number Lines 1-10

● Recognising groups/amounts by sight recognising pattern of 6 so know array for 6 by sight

● Understanding the numerical size of a collection of objects is given by the last number counted

● Arranging objects they have counted into Numicon piece patterns or over Numicon to check amounts are correct

● Copying and continuing repeating patterns

● Repeating patterns in stories/ within objects

● Tracing numbers, making numbers from playdough with bodies etc.

● Writing numerals to 9 in different ways in sensory materials, in the air, on paper, tracing, overwriting etc.

The learner can:

-read and write numbers in numerals from 0 to 9

-demonstrate an understanding of the mathematical symbols of add, subtract and equal to

-solve number problems involving the addition and subtraction of single-digit numbers up to 10

-demonstrate an understanding of the composition of numbers to 5 and a developing ability to recall number bonds to

and within 5 (e.g. 2 + 2 = 4 and 3 + 1 = 4)

- demonstrate an understanding of the commutative law (e.g. 3 + 2 = 5, therefore 2 + 3 = 5 )

-demonstrate an understanding of inverse relationships involving addition and subtraction (e.g. if 3 + 2 = 5, then 5 – 2 = 3)

-demonstrate an understanding that the total number of objects changes when objects are added or taken away

-demonstrate an understanding that the number of objects remains the same when they are rearranged, providing

nothing has been added or taken away

-count to 20, demonstrating that the next number in the count is one more and the previous number is one less

-recognise some common 2-D shapes.

Activities:

● Making patterns with different equipment

● Copy and continue repeating patterns, following rules

● Making Numicon shape patterns without counting-identifying shapes/patterns/arrays

● Identifying and comparing objects lengths and ordering size order

● Understanding objects can be counted in any order

● Recognising groups/amounts by sight recognising pattern of 6 so know array for 6 by sight

● Understanding the numerical size of a collection of objects is given by the last number counted

● Counting to 10

● Using number names to identify Numicon pieces



● Putting shapes in order 1-10

● Number lines 1-10

● Recognising groups/amounts by sight recognising pattern of 6 so know array for 6 by sight

● Arranging objects they have counted into Numicon piece patterns or over Numicon to check amounts are correct

● Beginning to identify addition as combining groups of objects

● Say number sentence or number story clearly and illustrating it with objects and structured apparatus- how many

altogether?

● Numeral identification, reading and writing numbers to 10

● Ordering numbers to 10

● Addition stories

● Connecting Numicon, numerals and words onto corresponding places in a number line.

● Begin to read number words to 10

● Beginning to identify addition as combining groups of objects

● Say number sentence or number story clearly and illustrating it with objects and structured apparatus- how many

altogether?

● Follow simple rules to copy and create patterns

● adding/taking away 1 more 1 less

● Introduce practical commutative laws relating to number operations of addition and multiplication, stated

symbolically: a + b = b + a and ab = ba. From these laws it follows that any finite sum or product is unaltered by

reordering its terms or factors

● Introduce number bonds to 5  using Numicon pieces

● Introducing teen numbers and beginnings of tens and unit work

● Number rod identification to 10, matching numerals, identifying pattern goes up by 1 each time

● Reading, writing and making teen numbers

● Making teen numbers with Numicon to 20

● Matching numerals to amounts to 10, Extension to 20

● Understanding the word total

● Seeing a total by putting Numicon  together to form 1 larger shape without counting the holes

● Say number sentence or number story clearly and illustrating it with objects and structured apparatus- how many

altogether?

● Number and pictorial pattern representations- introducing number patterns

● Adding

● Commutative laws practical arrays

● Addition with different equipment/resources

● Combining, finding all possibilities for ways of making given numbers

● Say number sentence or number story clearly and illustrating it with objects and structured apparatus- how many

altogether?

● Grouping objects into teen numbers/identifying teen numbers

● Use of rods, numicon and practical resources

● Number Bonds to 10 using rods and numicon

● Introducing subtraction practically

● Introducing inverse relationships practically

● Counting on is 1 more counting back is 1 less adding 1 taking away 1

● Patterns with 1p 2p coins

● Assigning numerals to their own patterns

● Introducing difference



● Classifying objects by attributes

● Read and write teen numbers to 20

● Making teen numbers to 20

● To say subtraction stories and illustrate with objects and structured apparatus

● Understanding subtraction as decrease/take away

● sorting/identifying/classifying 1p 2p 5p 10p coins by colour size shape value etc

● Using Numicon pieces taking away/covering holes to find answers

● Identifying differences-odd one out

● Classifying by criteria-giving reasons and sorting objects with reasons, money, rods, shells, counters etc

● Making and identifying teen numbers

● To say subtraction stories and illustrate with objects and structured apparatus

● Understanding subtraction as decrease/take away

● Seeing a value or pattern left without counting

● Cumulative- numbers and practical resources

● Inverse with numbers and practical resources

● Deepening understanding of difference between objects, numbers, increases

● Compare objects by length and weight

● Weighing objects in balance scales-vocabulary heavier than/g than

● Using inverses and commutative laws to solve problems

● Number Bonds work to 10

● Finding all the different ways of making ten with Numicon

● Deepening understanding of vocabulary add, makes, plus, equals

● Reading addition sentences

● 1:1 correspondence counting to 30

● Consolidation of understanding of and the vocabulary of addition

● To add whole numbers without counting using numicon shapes for support ie 7+3=

● To use and read the words and, add, plus, makes, equals in addition sentences

● Use and identify number names to 30

● Money counting, identification

● Use of word cards ie 5 add 4 makes, 2 plus 6 makes

● Introducing + symbol

● Read numbers to 30

● Written and numerical addition 4 add 3 equals 4+3=

● Identifying and comparing attributes of objects and when same/different and why

● Write numbers to 20 in any order not just in sequence

● To use and read the words and, add, plus, makes, equals in addition sentences

● Build and read addition sentences

● Addition facts consolidation

Time:

Pre-Key Stage 1 and 2 Standards 3 and 4 equivalent

● Build on previous knowledge of time,

● Sequencing what they do in the daytime and at night time in greater detail i.e 3 or more activities they do in each.

● Sequencing their morning, day and evening in greater detail i.e. 3 or more activities  they do in each.

● Developing their  recognition and understanding of days of the week  further and linking activities they do on



each day both in school and out e.g. for the learner to know that on Monday it is swimming.

● Developing their recognition and understanding of months of the year, linked to events relevant to the individual

learner.  Developing an understanding of key celebrations that take place in months of the year i.e. Christmas,

Remembrance, Pancake Day, Easter etc.

● Developing recognition and understanding of the seasons and the months that occur in each.

● Begin to use analogue clocks and/to support an understanding of reading o'clock times.

● Begin to make given o’clock times on analogue clocks and understand hand placement

● Begin to label o’clock times to match the corresponding clock faces.

● Begin to link activities or significant daily events that happen at those times i.e. 8 o’clock get up, 6 o’clock have

their dinner.

Key Stage 2 upwards- Pupils in Key Stage 1 at this stage would follow the National curriculum for KS1.

Pre- Key Stage 2  Standards 5 and 6

Standard 5

● Once the students have an understanding of o’clock time, move on to half-past.

● Use analogue clocks to support understanding of reading half past times.

● Identify and make given half past  times on analogue clocks and understand hand placement.

● Identify and label half past  times to match the corresponding clock faces.

● Begin to link activities or significant daily events that happen at those times.

● Identifying o’clock and half past times on  both analogue and digital clocks.

● Labelling both O’ clock and half past times on both analogue and digital clock faces.

Standard 6

● Develop their understanding of the increments on clocks i.e 5  and 15 minute intervals.

● Develop their ability to identify and read quarter to / past  times on analogue clocks and then on digital clocks,

covering 24hours.

● Identify and  read the time to the nearest 15 minutes i.e. o'clock, half past, quarter to and quarter past on both

digital and analogue clocks.

● Work on time word problems for both digital and analogue clocks.  Relating problems to their daily life

experiences such as baking i.e they put dinner in the oven at 5 o’clock and it needs to cook 30 minutes, what time

would they take it out?

Capacity and weighing to be able to pour a drink themselves. The learner needs to know what full looks like, or half full.

- use scales to weigh objects

Number and Number  Systems

The learner can:

- read and write numbers in numerals up to 100

- partition a two-digit number into tens and ones to demonstrate an understanding of place value, though they may use

structured resources1 to support them

- add and subtract two-digit numbers and ones, and two-digit numbers and tens, where no regrouping is required,

explaining their method verbally, in pictures or using apparatus (e.g. 23 + 5;  46 + 20;  16 – 5;  88 – 30)

- recall at least four of the six2 number bonds for 10 and reason about associated facts

(e.g. 6 + 4 = 10, therefore 4 + 6 = 10 and 10 – 6 = 4)

- count in twos, fives and tens from 0 and use this to solve problems

- know the value of different coins

- name some common 2-D and 3-D shapes from a group of shapes or from pictures of the shapes and describe some of

their properties (e.g. triangles, rectangles, squares, circles, cuboids, cubes, pyramids and spheres).



Activities:

● Building, naming, making teen numbers and numbers 1-20

● Tens and units vocabulary tens and ones, identifying how many tens and units in 2 digit numbers

● Recognise and write numerals to 20

● Values of numbers to 100

● Counting in 10s

● Using tens and units knowledge to identify where a number belongs on a numberline

● Finding numbers and placing them on number lines to 100

● Using 100 Squares

● Counting in 2s, 5s and 10s

● Building any number between 10 and 100 using rods, Numicon or 10ps

● 10 more/less

● Read write and build 2-digit numbers

● Understand the value Tens and Units of each number to 100

● Compare and order 2- digit numbers

Pattern and Algebra

The learner can:

-read and write numbers in numerals up to 100

-partition a two-digit number into tens and ones to demonstrate an understanding of place value, though they may use

structured resources1 to support them

- add and subtract two-digit numbers and ones, and two-digit numbers and tens, where no regrouping is required,

explaining their method verbally, in pictures or using apparatus (e.g. 23 + 5; 46 + 20; 16 – 5; 88 – 30)

- recall at least four of the six2 number bonds for 10 and reason about associated facts (e.g. 6 + 4 = 10, therefore 4 + 6 =

10 and 10 – 6 = 4)

- count in twos, fives and tens from 0 and use this to solve problems

- know the value of different coins

-name some common 2-D and 3-D shapes from a group of shapes or from pictures of the shapes and describe some of

their properties (e.g. triangles, rectangles, squares, circles, cuboids, cubes, pyramids and spheres).

Activities:

● Introduction to < &  >  symbols and meanings

● Understanding of value of numbers 5 is less than 10, 6 is more than 3.

● Introducing term balances and same as ie 2x 1 rod blocks is the same as a 2 rod

● Introducing and using = symbol into problems

● Making objects of equal length

● Using and knowing number facts to 10

● Recognising that it is important to be systematic and well organised eg those showing number addition facts in

order with structured apparatus

● Recognising when their knowledge of number facts can help solve a problem

● Able to recall number facts to 10 and use this knowledge to solve problems

● Coin identification to 5p, finding all possibilities of combinations to make up to 6p

● Odd and even numbers



● Counting in 2s

● Describe and classify objects by criteria and attributes.

● Following rules to make sets

● Number and object patterns, using rules and being systematic

● Recognising that is is important to be well organised and to work systematically e.g showing use of number facts

in order using structured apparatus.

● How many different ways can you make…..

● Links to number facts and addition/subtraction

Calculating

Activities

Understanding operation of subtracting through solving problems

● Use vocabulary of subtraction

● Subtract whole numbers without counting, using Numicon pieces

● To use and read  the words take away, subtract, minus, equals in subtraction sentences

● Using - and = in subtraction problems

● Adding 1 and subtracting 1 & adding 2 and subtracting 2

Merging with NC Year 1& 2

Activities:

● Understanding equivalence of coin values

● Identifying coin values

● Developing fluency with addition facts through use of money

● Understanding and recognizing when it is important to be systematic and organised

● Use structured resources /apparatus or whole numbers to add money values without counting in ones

● Identifying when they can use an equivalent value of a different selection of coins

● Understanding when they can use the commutative property of addition

● Securing/developing deeper understanding of Addition and subtraction facts to 10

● Noticing the triadic 3 way associations between numbers eg 4+2=6, 6-2=4, 6-4=2

● Understanding what happens when 0 is added or subtracted

● Become fluent with number facts to 10

● Using number facts to 10 in problems

● To recall doubles of numbers to 5 and identify when this is useful in problems

● Begin to see when to use the inverse relationship between adding and subtracting to solve problems

● Introduce fractions half, whole, quarters and introduce whole as 2 equal halves and 4 equal quarters

● Noticing we can divide something into 4 by halving and then halving again

● Begin to understand the inverse relationship between doubling and halving

● Divide shapes into halves and quarters

● Understanding more/less than symbols < & >

● Find differences in data

● Use inverse of addition structure for subtraction



● Identify differences between numbers without counting

● Understand how many more? As a way of finding the answer to a subtraction problem

● Solving difference problems in a data handling problem situation

● Maintaining fluency with addition/subtraction facts

● Maintaining fluency of recall facts

● Using both numicon and rods and other resources

● Securing associative properties of addition, calculations involving more than two numbers and including

reasoning.

● Adding two digit numbers by 1 and 2 digit numbers

● Adding three numbers together

● Looking at number facts for 11 and 12

● Adding whole numbers ie 30+20

● Partitioning into tens and ones

● Partitioning numbers greater than 10

● Addition and subtraction sentences using partitioning to 30

● Developing further understanding of teen numbers and the denary structure (base ten system) of number

notation through adding and subtracting tens and ones 22+22   20+20= 2+2=4  20+4=

● Adding ones to numbers using equipment and Number Lines

● Adding tens to numbers using equipment and Number Lines 23+10= 33

● Subtracting ones using Numicon; and on Number Lines

● Subtracting tens using number lines and Numicon  19-10=9

Resources and Environment

Because of the close relationship between language and thought, pupils with language needs will require additional

support in developing mathematical thinking in the form of:

1. Modelling of mathematical thinking by the teacher

2. Scaffolding of the pupil or young person’s thinking in relation to a particular mathematical task, through the

provision of a visual framework of the sequence of thinking activities needed to solve a particular task

3. Supportive correction of erroneous or unhelpful thinking, ensuring that the learner is not left feeling that their

approach was completely “wrong”.

Numicon resources teacher’s handbook 1

Next steps once the learner has mastered and can apply the above, move on to Numicon Teacher’s handbook 2 and then

3.


